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Abstract—Every day the networks are expanding in very
large scale and running in very high speed. The Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) becomes as an essential part in any
new network structure. The IDS is relying on the string
matching algorithm to detect any signature attack, but the
high speed of the modern networks are preventing the IDS
string matching algorithms to work properly. There is a
need to develop a robust IDS string matching algorithms to
overcome these weaknesses. In this paper, we continue to
developing Boyer-Moore Horspool algorithm by adding a
new multi-pattern hashing feature to its original structure,
which is called MPH-BMH. The developed algorithm is able
to reduce the matching time because it can compare a group
of pattern at one time. The results show that MPH-BMH is
around 50% faster than BMH and QS algorithms in which
it can scan and match large number of network packets in
the given time and consequently it can be very useful to
work in high speed networks.

this paper we concentrate on the IDS based signature
because it is commonly used in the networks.
The IDS which is running in high speed network is
facing many problems such as the huge number of the
traffic that passing through the networks and the
increased number of rule policies which make the IDS is
unable to processor and analyze all the network traffic in
real time. Consequently, some of the packets are dropped
without any checking [4], [5]. This is because, the IDS is
attempting to look for small rate of abnormal network
behaviors among a very huge number of normal network
behaviors. Where the abnormal behaviors are considered
very small compared to the normal behaviors [1], [6].
Another problem that prevents the IDS from working
properly is the overhead, in which the string matching
algorithms which are running inside the IDS detection
engine is considered as the weakest point of IDS
components. The string matching algorithms are
comparing the content of incoming packets with the rule
policies to detect the signature attack. This process is
consuming almost of IDS processing time and
consequently slows down the performance of IDS by
70% [7]. There is a real need to improve the performance
of string matching algorithms which is running inside
IDS. In this paper, we continue to developing our
previous work Hash - Boyer-Moore – Horspool [8] by
adding a multi-pattern feature to its previous structure to
reduce the processing time and enhance the performance
of IDS.

Index Terms—IDS, string matching algorithms, multi
pattern matching, hash function.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In any modern network the security is considered as an
important factor to protect the users from any type of
attack. The intrusion detection system is creating and
becomes an essential component of any modern network.
The IDS has the ability to monitor the network traffic and
detect the signature attacks. There are two IDS
approaches; signature based and anomaly based. The
signature based detection approach is produce exact
results and may generate low false alarm. This is because
it compares and matches the content of packets with a set
of rule policies. But its disadvantage is inability to
discover the new attacks. Consequently, the IDS based
signature needs frequently to update the rule policies [1].
On the other hand, the anomaly based detection produce a
great performance and it is able to discover the new
attacks, but it generates very high rate of false alarm,
besides it consumes more system resources [2], [3]. In

II.

String matching algorithms are considered as the
critical part of the IDS components. These algorithms are
performing what is called Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)
where the content of each individual packets are deeply
scanned looking for any signature attacks [9]. String
matching algorithms are commonly applied in computer
science applications and the IDS is one of these
applications [10]. Aho-Corassick algorithm (AC) is a
multiple string matching algorithm based DFA [11]. But
this algorithm is consuming very large memory space [7].
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Boyer-Moore algorithm (BM) is an exact string matching
algorithm based on a single pattern matching [12]. The
disadvantage of this algorithm is inability to process
pattern of small size properly [7].
Boyer-Moore
Horspool Algorithm (BMH) is a modified version of
original Boyer-Moore algorithm [13]. It performs fast
matching compare to other algorithms regardless of the
pattern size that process it, but its drawback is when
different patterns size are applied simultaneously then its
performance becomes slow [14]. Wu-Manber algorithm
(WM) [15], is also based on the original Boyer-Moore
algorithm, but it has the ability to process multiple pattern
matching in single pass. However, the main drawback of
WM algorithm is the inability to process a large number
of rule polices that contain different pattern size [7].
E2xB [16] is multiple string-matching algorithm which is
applied in IDS to give a higher performance. It is work
based on mismatch of pattern instead of traditional
matching idea. The drawback here is inability of this
algorithm to work properly with small pattern size [7]
besides, its high dependency on the cache memory to
work which has small size compared to the main memory
[17]. Piranha [18] is an algorithm which is creates to
work for IDS. The algorithm is searching inside the
content of packets for any rarest four bytes substring of
pattern. The drawback of Piranha is inability to process
pattern length that is smaller than four bytes. Besides, the
algorithm is surfing from the collision problem.
Unfortunately, most of string matching algorithms that
applied in IDS are not designed to fully adapt to work
with IDS [19]. However, the proposed method in this
paper is added a new feature to Boyer-Moore Horspool
algorithm to reduce the required processing time, in
which it reformulates the algorithm to work as a multi
pattern matching instead of single pattern matching.
III.

If two or more short patterns have the same size then the
algorithm will choose only one of them to build the bmBc
shifting table.
For example suppose that we have the text
(GCATCGCAGAGAGTATACAGTACG) and we have
the flowing group of patterns that shown in Fig. 1. In the
first step, the algorithm will calculate the hash table for
this group of patterns. Second, the algorithm will choose
the shortest pattern to create bmBc table which will
control the movement for all patterns together after each
comparison. After that, the algorithm will start the next
phase which is the searching phase.

Figure 1.

B. Searching Phase
In the searching phase, the MPH-BMH algorithm
performs the comparison between the pattern group and
the window text. The matching process starts by calculate
the hash value for the window text which is variable in
every shift of the patterns group. After that, the algorithm
compares the hash value for window text with its
corresponding patterns group. If the numerical value of
the window text is identical with all patterns group or any
one of the pattern in the group then the algorithm will
compare all the characters of the identical patterns and
window text one by one. Otherwise, the algorithm
performs the shifting based on the value of the bmBc
table. The operation will continue until all the patterns
group compare with the window text as shown in Fig. 2.

PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we explain the idea of multi pattern
Boyer-Moore Horspool by utilizing of the hash function
that used in Karp-Rabin algorithm (KR) [20]. The new
method is called Multi Pattern Hash Boyer-Moore
Horspool algorithm (MPH-BMH). By referring to our
previous work HBMH [8], we added the hash function
only to original BMH algorithm to reduce the number of
character comparisons that perform by it in each attempt
as well as reduce the processing time. The new method
boosts the performance of HBMH algorithm by
reformulate it to work as multi pattern with the hash
function. Like any string matching algorithm MPH-BMH
has two phases; preprocessing phase and searching phase.
A. Preprocessing Phase
In preprocessing phase, the algorithm prepares the
hash function table (which is calculated in the same
manner of KR algorithm) for the entire patterns group
being compared with window text. Besides, it prepares
the bmBc table for only the shortest pattern of the
patterns group. The choice of the shortest pattern is made
to make the movement of patterns more accurate and to
give more chance to perform more matching probability.

©2013 Engineering and Technology Publishing

Preprocessing phase of MPH-BMH algorithm.

Figure 2. Searching phase of MPH-BMH algorithm

With the same manner the algorithm will perform the
comparison and the shifting process based on the value
determined in the bmBc table for the shortest pattern,
until all patterns are shifting to the end of the text as
shown in Fig. 3.
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V.

As the security is considered as important issue in the
modern networks, the need for IDS becomes imperative
to secure the networks. In this research, we reformulated
the Boyer-Moore Horspool algorithm by adding new
feature to make it working as multi pattern string
matching algorithm based on the hashing function. This
can boost the performance of IDS in which MPH-BMH
overcomes the weakness of the other string matching
algorithms. The experiments show that the performance
of MPH-BMH is around two times faster than BMH and
QS algorithms.

Figure 3. End of searching phase of MPH-BMH algorithm.

IV.

RESULTS

MPH-BMH algorithm is test using DEFCON 11 Trace
data [21] which are trace files contain a very large
quantity of suspicious attacks. Besides, we utilized of
DARPA 1999 intrusion detection evaluation [22] which
is another trace data contain files with attack and without
attack. Finally, we used a trace files which are collected
by wireless and wired sniffers (S1-S10) [23] user
activities. In addition to, we utilized of Snort data set [24]
as rule policies.
The experiments are performed on Intel Core i5 2.3
GHz machine with 4 GB of ram and 3MB of L2 cache.
We compared MPH-BMH against BMH and quick search
(QS) [25] algorithms with different size of these network
trace files and we used around 4000 of Snort rule patterns.
We run all the algorithms for 300 seconds and we
recorded how many packets can be matched with Snort
rule policies by each algorithm in the given time as
shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
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